Mysterex by The Scavengers
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cWE-oZhKBes

(Pre-chorus)

A nine to fiver. Social climber Oh yeah. Well you...

(Verse)

E    D    B(7)    B(7)
think you know enough to sing about hate in nine to fivers. Well

E    D    B(7)    B(7)
you're a bloody hypocrite, just a dirty social climber

(Pre-chorus)

A nine to fiver. Social climber Oh yeah. Well you...

(Verse)

E    D    B(7)    B(7)
think you're the next big up and coming thing. You're the

E    D    B(7)    B(7)
beautiful people, you really think you're hip. With

E    D    B(7)    B(7)
all your trust, fame and fortune too. Well if

(Pre-chorus)

A nine to fiver. Social climber Oh yeah.

(Chorus)

A    D    E    E    E    E
Mysterex, you think you are, but we know you're not
think you know enough to sing about hate in nine to fivers. Well you're a bloody hypocrite, just a dirty social climber

(Verse)

think you know enough to sing about hate in nine to fivers. Well you're a bloody hypocrite, just a dirty social climber

(Pre-chorus)

Mysterex, you think you are, but we know you're not that's what you think, then you ain't got a bloody clue

(Chorus)

Mysterex, you think you are, but we know you're not